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DTU Celebrates Vietnamese Teacher’s Day 

 

On November 20
th

, DTU celebrated 31
st
 Vietnamese Teacher’s day to honor and thank our fine lecturers. Attendees 

included Distinguished Teacher Le Cong Co, DTU Provost and President and many DTU lecturers and staff. 

  

  

The DTU Trade Union gives a present to Distinguished teacher Le Cong Co  

Mr. Phan Van Son, Chairman of DTU Trade Union told participants about the DTU beginnings and its teaching 

tradition. He said: “Over the past 19 years, DTU has made steady progress in education and training. It has 

overcome great challenges and has remarkably achieved so many things which are highly appreciated by Party, 

State and Society. DTU lecturers really play an important part in its development.”  

DTU lecturers have many beautiful memories through many years of teaching. At the celebration, they had the 

opportunity to share their stories and experiences. The success of their graduates gives them the pride and 

motivation to attempt more. 
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Young doctors receive gifts from the DTU Trade Union  

The representative of the DTU Trade Union gave presents to Distinguished teacher Le Cong Co, young doctors, 

female lecturers, who excel at work and at home, all of whom have continually tried their best in teaching and 

research. Dr. Dang Van Cuong, Dean of Natural Sciences, offered his regards to his lecturers. He said: “Lecturers 

always try their best. They not only educate us, but they also provide us with the skills to become good people to 

accomplish our goals in life. Our young lecturers will continue to improve the quality of their teaching and research 

to contribute to the development of DTU.” 

DTU lecturers play an important role in building and developing a stronger Duy Tan University. 
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